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A B S T R A C T

Objective: The standard of care in patients with solitary brain metastasis involves surgical resection and post-
operative whole-brain radiotherapy (WBRT). However, WBRT is associated with adverse effects, mainly neuro-
cognitive deterioration. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a more targeted form of radiation therapy that could be
as effective as WBRT without the detrimental neurocognitive decline.
Methods: We performed the first systematic review and meta-analysis comparing postoperative SRS versus post-
operative WBRT in patients with one resected brain metastasis. PubMed, Scopus, and Cochrane library were
systematically searched for studies comparing the efficacy of the two radiation modalities in terms of local and
distant brain control, leptomeningeal disease control, and overall survival. Additionally, we extracted patients’
neurocognitive function and quality of life after each postoperative radiation form.
Results: Four studies with 248 patients (128: WBRT, 120: SRS) were included in our analysis. There was no
difference between SRS and WBRT in the risk of local recurrence (RR ¼ 0.92, CI ¼ 0.51–1.66, p ¼ 0.78, I2 ¼ 0%)
and leptomeningeal disease (RR ¼ 1.21, CI ¼ 0.49–2.98, p ¼ 0.67, I2 ¼ 18%), neither in the patients’ overall
survival (HR ¼ 1.06, CI ¼ 0.61–1.85, p ¼ 0.83, I2 ¼ 63%). Nevertheless, SRS appeared to increase the risk of
distant brain failure (RR ¼ 2.03, CI ¼ 0.94–4.40, p ¼ 0.07, I2 ¼ 61%). Neurocognitive function and quality of life
in the SRS group were equal or superior to the WBRT group.
Conclusions: Although SRS may increase the risk of distant brain failure, it appears to be as effective as WBRT in
terms of local control, risk of leptomeningeal disease, and overall survival while sparing the patients of the
detrimental, WBRT-associated cognitive deterioration.
1. Introduction

The advent of adjuvant and neoadjuvant chemotherapy options, the
continuous improvement of surgical techniques, and the application of
sensitive patient monitoring protocols have significantly prolonged the
life span of cancer patients, consequently increasing the frequency of
detection of tumor metastases in the brain. Brain metastases are the most
common type of intracranial tumor and the main neurologic complica-
tion of primary cancers, with the most frequent being lung cancer, breast
cancer, and melanoma.1 As neurocognition and quality of life are shifting
to becoming primary treatment endpoints in these types of patients, the
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paramount importance of meaningful treatment and effective intracra-
nial disease control is highlighted.2 Treatment options consist of surgical
removal, whole-brain radiotherapy (WBRT), stereotactic radiosurgery
(SRS), and targeted agents, and there should be individualization ac-
cording to the patients’ Karnofsky Performance Status (KPS), the
morphological structure of the malignant tumor, the feasibility of sys-
temic therapy, as well as the number, size, and sites of metastatic
lesions.3

The recommended approaches and treatment modalities for brain
metastases have varied considerably over the past decades. In the 1990s,
the first randomized trials indicated the benefits of surgical removal,
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hitherto treated with pessimism,4 but supplementary radiation is essen-
tial for local control.5 After the landmark study by Patchell et al, surgical
resection and postoperative whole-brain radiotherapy became the stan-
dard of care in patients with solitary brain metastasis, preceding the
development of SRS.6 However, the introduction of SRS transformed the
clinical research, with trials testing it as companion radiation to WBRT7

or as monotherapy instead of WBRT.8 WBRT targets the whole brain,
while SRS is a more precise form of radiotherapy delivering a radiation
dose in a more restricted area, that of the surgical cavity. AlthoughWBRT
offers substantial intracranial disease control, its side effects, primarily in
neurocognition, promote SRS as a potent favorable alternative.

This systematic review and meta-analysis aim to discover whether
postoperative SRS can offer comparable results in local recurrence,
distant recurrence, leptomeningeal disease, and overall survival
compared to postoperative WBRT in patients with a solitary, previously
resected brain metastasis. Additionally, information regarding patients’
neurocognitive function and quality of life after each postoperative ra-
diation treatment modality were also extracted from each study.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Search and selection

Medline, Scopus, and Cochrane library were systematically searched
in January 2022 without time restriction for studies of any duration and
design in English comparing SRS versus WBRT in patients with one
previously resected brain metastasis. The search algorithm contained the
following keywords: whole-brain radiotherapy, stereotactic radio-
surgery, and brain metastasis with synonyms. The present systematic
review and meta-analysis were conducted under the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) reporting
guidelines.9

All studies identified in our search were screened for eligibility by
titles and abstracts from two independent investigators. Articles having
the potential to fulfill our inclusion criteria underwent full-text evalua-
tion. If concurrence on eligibility was not reached between the two in-
vestigators, a third investigator was involved to evaluate the article.
Database searches were supplemented by using forward and backward
citation analysis. The eligibility was defined by the PICO framework:
Population (P): Patients with one resected brain metastasis; Intervention
(I): Postoperative SRS; Comparison (C): Postoperative WBRT; Outcomes
(O): Local recurrence, distant recurrence, leptomeningeal disease, and
overall survival. Studies without an official postoperative histological
report of brain metastasis or studies involving patients with more than
one brain metastasis were excluded.

2.2. Data extraction

The data extraction was performed by three authors who filled in a
pre-piloted extraction form independently. Any disagreement was
resolved by consensus. Records of the same trial reporting at different
follow-ups were considered a single trial. In the case of double reporting
data, data from the most-informative publication and highest level of
evidence were used. The data extraction sheet included: first author, year
of publication, study design, number of patients with solitary brain
metastasis (overall and by group), median age, radiation dose, the
maximal extent of resection cavity, performance status, primary tumor
sites, the extent of resection, survival, and progression (of any presen-
tation) rates and hazard ratios.

2.3. Quality assessment

Study quality was assessed by Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool in the case
of Randomized controlled trials, whereas in cohort studies, the New-
castle–Ottawa Scale was utilized. Study quality evaluation was
2

performed independently by two authors (NV, MGL). Discrepancies were
resolved by discussion.

2.4. Quantitative analysis

Randomized clinical trials and cohort studies were combined in a
single meta-analysis. Regarding overall survival, we extracted the hazard
ratio from each study, whereas local and distant recurrence as well as
leptomeningeal disease were expressed in terms of Risk Ratio (RR) and
95% Confidence Intervals (CI). Statistical heterogeneity was assessed
using the I2 statistic. In cases of substantial heterogeneity (I2>50%), the
DerSimonian and Laird inverse variance random-effect model was used.
Conversely, in the presence of low heterogeneity (<25%), the Mantel-
Haenszel (M�H) fixed effect model was utilized.

All statistical analyses were performed with Review Manager (Rev-
Man) version 5.3 software (The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane
Collaboration; Copenhagen, Denmark; 2014).

3. Results

Medline, Scopus and Cochrane library yielded 3063 results. From
them, 2380 duplicates were removed and from the remaining 683 studies
we excluded 666 studies based on their title and abstract or because the
text language was other than English. The remaining 17 relevant articles
were evaluated in their full-text form for eligibility criteria. From the full-
text assessment, 14 studies were rejected as they included patients with
more than one brain metastasis. Finally, four (4) studies were incorpo-
rated in our systematic review and meta-analysis: Two (2) randomized
controlled trials (RCTs)10,11 and two (2) retrospective studies.12,13

One-hundred twenty-eight (128) patients with a median age of 59 years
received postoperative WBRT while 120 patients with median age 59
years were treated with postoperative SRS. The radiation dose of WBRT
varied from 30 to 50 Gywhereas the SRS counterpart from 15 to 50 Gy. In
all cases, the dose was fractionated. Fig. 1 presents the process of study
selection in our systematic review andmeta-analysis. Table 1 summarizes
the main features of the included studies.

3.1. Principal findings

3.1.1. Local recurrence
All studies10–13 provided information regarding the local recurrence

rates. As shown in Fig. 2, there was no statistically significant difference
in the pooled risk ratio comparing local recurrence incidence between
WBRT and SRS groups (RR ¼ 0.92, CI ¼ 0.51–1.66, p ¼ 0.78, I2 ¼ 0%).

3.1.2. Distant recurrence
Three studies with 229 patients reported data in terms of distant

recurrence incidence.10–12 From those 229 patients, 114/229 received
adjuvant WBRT while the remaining 115/229 adjuvant SRS. Using the
fixed-effect model, the pooled result indicated that patients who under-
went postoperative SRS had a 76% greater risk of distant recurrence
compared to the WBRT group (RR ¼ 1.76, CI ¼ 1.20–2.56, p ¼ 0.003).
There was substantial heterogeneity between the included studies
(I2 ¼ 64%). Random-effect meta-analysis of the distant recurrence inci-
dence failed to reach a statistically significant result, though showing a
trend of increased risk for distant recurrence in patients treated with
postoperative SRS in the brain metastasis resection cavity (RR ¼ 2.03,
CI ¼ 0.94–4.40, p ¼ 0.07, I2 ¼ 61%) (Fig. 3).

3.1.3. Leptomeningeal disease
There were two studies with 170 patients (WBRT: 84, SRS: 86) which

provided data regarding the development of leptomeningeal disease.11,12

The combination of surgical resection and postoperative SRS was not
associated with an increased risk of leptomeningeal disease development
compared to the standard of care, resection and postoperative WBRT



Fig. 1. Flowchart diagram presenting the selection of the eligible studies.
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(RR ¼ 1.21, CI ¼ 0.49–2.98, p ¼ 0.67). Heterogeneity between the two
studies was low (I2 ¼ 18%) (Fig. 4).

3.1.4. Overall survival
Information regarding the overall survival of patients was available in

three studies with 229 patients (WBRT:114, SRS:115).10–12 Pooled
analysis using the random-effect model did not show any difference in
the patients’ overall survival between the two treatment groups
(HR ¼ 1.06, CI ¼ 0.61–1.85, p ¼ 0.83, I2 ¼ 63%) (Fig. 5).
3.2. Secondary outcome

3.2.1. Neurocognitive function and quality of life
Kepka et al, in their randomized trial, failed to indicate non-

inferiority of SRS radiation modality compared to WBRT regarding
neurocognition. Neurocognitive failure was defined as the deterioration
of neurological status �1 point on the MRC (Medical Research Council)
scale or worsening of �3 points in the MMSE (Mini-Mental State Exam-
ination) test score or neurological death. While neurological/cognitive
failure was detected in 21/29 patients (72%) in the SRS patients
compared to 19/30 (63%) WBRT patients, when it comes to treatment-
specific neurocognitive deterioration, 4/19 patients reported WBRT-
3

associated toxicity in contrast to the SRS group where no case of neu-
rocognitive deterioration was attributed directly to the SRS treatment.10

Hashimoto et al, despite failing to describe the detailed neurocognitive
function as well as the quality of life of patients in both radiotherapy
modality groups, reported that at 2-years follow-up, the KPS remained
stable in both treatment groups.12 Finally, in the study of Kerschbaumer
et al, there were signs of a better quality of life in the SRS group
compared to the WBRT group. Of note, at 6 and 18 months after radio-
therapy, SRS patients experienced fewer compared communication im-
pairments in comparison with their WBRT counterparts (p ¼ 0.032 and
p ¼ 0.048, respectively). However, the global QLQ and the QLQ-C30
summary scores did not reach a statistically significant difference be-
tween the two treatment groups.11

4. Discussion

Our study represents the first systematic review and meta-analysis
comparing postoperative SRS and WBRT exclusively in patients with
solitary, previously resected brain metastasis. The results indicate that
the efficacy of SRS in terms of local recurrence risk, leptomeningeal
failure risk, and overall survival is comparable to that of WBRT. How-
ever, patients treated with adjuvant SRS appear to have an increased risk



Table 1
Summary of the main characteristics of the included studies.

Study Type of
study

N
patients

Study
arms

Median
age (y)

Radiation dose Resection
cavity
maximal
extent

Performance
status

Primary tumor
site

Extent of
resection

Kepka et al,
201,610

RCT 59 WBRT:
30/59

59,5 � 30 Gy in 10 fractions n/s KPS>70%:
100%

� Lung (50%)<
� CRC (6,5%)<
� Breast

(20%)<
� Melanoma

(10%)<
� Other

(13,5%)

GTR: 90%

SRS: 29/
59

59,5 � 15 Gy in one fraction<
� 25 Gy in 5 fractions when

surgical cavity > 5 cm

n/s KPS>70%:
100%

� Lung (48%)<
� CRC (24%)<
� Breast

(3,5%)<
� Melanoma

(3,5%)<
� Kidney (7%)<
� Other (14%)

GTR: 83%

Kerschbaumer et
al, 202,011

RCT 40 WBRT:
18/40

59 � 40Gy on the 95%-Isodose,
which means 20 fractions and
a single dose of 2Gy

2,76 cm KPS>70: 100% � NSCLC
(55,5%), <

� Melanoma
(11,1%), <

� Breast (0%),
<

� Other
(33,3%)

n/s

SRS: 22/
40

59 � 30 Gy in five fractions 3,34 cm KPS >70: 100% � NSCLC
(50%)<

� Melanoma
(18,1%)<

� Breast (9%)
� Other

(22,7%)

n/s

Hashimoto et
al,201,112

Cohort 130 WBRT:
66/130

58 � 30 Gy in 10 fractions <
� 37.5 Gy in 15 fractions

Median
3,8 cm
(1,5–6,0)

Median KPS: 70
(40–100)

� Lung (26%) <
� Breast (9%) <
� CRC (8%)<
� Skin (3%)<
� Other (20%)

GTR: 98%

SRS: 64/
130

58 � 50 Gy in 25 fractions Median
3,8 cm
(1,0–6,5)

Median KPS: 70
(40–100)

� Lung (29%) <
� Breast (9%)<
� CRC (6%)
� Skin (3%)
� Other (17%)

GTR: 92%

Salvati et
al,199,613

Cohort 19 WBRT:
14/19

n/s � 40–50 Gy n/s n/s Melanoma GTR:
100%

SRS: 5/19 n/s n/s n/s n/s Melanoma GTR:
100%

Fig. 2. Local recurrence: Resection and postoperative SRS versus resection and postoperative WBRT. The I2 and P values for heterogeneity are also presented.
CI¼Confidence interval
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of developing recurrence in other parts of their brain during their disease
compared to those treated with postoperative WBRT, though there was
no statistical significance in the pooling of distant failure risk ratios.

In 1998, Patchell et al published their landmark randomized trial in
which patients diagnosed with solitary brain metastasis were randomly
4

assigned to postoperative treatment with WBRT or observation. Patients
in the latter group had statistically significant lower risk for local
recurrence (10% vs 46%, p < 0.001), distant brain recurrence (14% vs
37%, p < 0.01) and neurologic death (14% vs 44%, p ¼ 0.003). Never-
theless, median survival was not significantly increased (48 weeks versus



Fig. 3. Distant recurrence: Resection and postoperative SRS versus resection and postoperative WBRT. Since there was substantial heterogeneity using the fixed effect
model (I2 ¼ 64%), the inverse variance random effect model was considered the appropriate meta-analysis method. CI¼Confidence interval

Fig. 4. Leptomeningeal disease: Resection and postoperative SRS versus resection and postoperative WBRT. The I2 and P values for heterogeneity are also presented.
CI¼Confidence interval

Fig. 5. Overall Survival: Resection and postoperative SRS versus resection and postoperative WBRT. There was substantial heterogeneity between the included studies
(I2 ¼ 63%). CI¼Confidence interval.
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43 weeks, p ¼ 0.39), which, according to the authors, was due to
insufficient control of the patients' systemic disease rather than a lack of
WBRT's efficiency.6 Based on the latter study, surgical excision with
postoperativeWBRT became the standard of care in patients with solitary
brain metastasis.6,14

WBRT has been associated with both short-term adverse effects
(weeks to months after treatment initiation) such as fatigue or somno-
lence as well as late toxicities (90 days after treatment commencement),
most commonly neurocognitive deterioration, leukoencephalopathy, and
radiation necrosis.15 The neurocognitive decline represents the most
notorious one, which can affect almost half of the patients with brain
metastases treated withWBRT in 3months, a percentage which can reach
up to 90% in 1 year. Additionally, this irreversible, WBRT-related
adverse effect may appear as late as 30 years after treatment.16 As our
molecular understanding of brain metastases is constantly increasing,
eventually giving birth to novel therapies, including tyrosine-kinase in-
hibitors and immunotherapy, patients’ life expectancy is prolonged, thus
necessitating the preservation of their neurocognitive function and their
overall quality of life.17

SRS constitutes a more localized radiation treatment modality whose
efficacy was suggested in three RCTs comparing WBRT and SRS versus
5

SRS alone in patients with 1–4 brain metastases.8,18,19 Pooled analysis of
those studies by Tsao et al revealed that even though the combination of
radiation modalities confers superior local (HR ¼ 2.61, p < 0.0001) and
distant brain control (HR ¼ 2.15, p < 0.00001), there is no difference in
patient overall survival (0.98, p¼ 0.88).20 On top of that, Chang et al, by
using the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised test to assess neuro-
cognition, reported that patients receiving WBRT þ SRS experienced a
significant deterioration of their cognitive abilities compared to patients
undergoing SRS in 4 months (52% versus 24%, respectively) which was
also documented in 6 months.18 Similar results were also observed in the
RCT of Brown et al, where patients with 1–3 brain metastases received
either WBRT plus SRS or SRS alone. The latter group displayed signifi-
cantly lower cognitive deficits (63,5% vs 91,7%, p < 0.001) and better
overall quality of life (p¼ 0.001) in 3 months compared to patients in the
former group while there was no statistically significant difference in the
overall survival between the two treatment modality groups (10.4
months for SRS alone versus 7.4 months for WBRT plus SRS, HR ¼ 1.02,
95% CI ¼ 0.75–1.38, p ¼ 0.92), highlighting once again the negative
impact of WBRT on the cognitive function of the patients.21 Conse-
quently, SRS could provide an alternative option of postoperative
administration of radiation in patients with one resected brain
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metastasis-a treatment option that would have similar efficacy to WBRT
while sparing the above-mentioned, detrimental, WBRT-associated
toxicities.

Nevertheless, only recently has postoperative SRS been directly
compared with postoperative WBRT in patients with brain metastases in
RCTs, cohorts, and meta-analysis of retrospective studies. Lamba et al, in
their meta-analysis of eight retrospective with 646 patients with 1–3
brain metastases, concluded no difference in the local (RR ¼ 0.59, 95%
CI ¼ 0.32–1.09, p ¼ 0.36) and distant recurrence incidence (RR ¼ 1.09,
95% CI ¼ 0.74–1.60, p ¼ 0.13) as well as in the overall survival
(RR ¼ 0.63, 95% CI¼ 0.40–1.00, random-effect model) between the two
treatment strategies. However, postoperative SRS was associated with a
three-fold risk for leptomeningeal disease development (RR ¼ 2.99, 95%
CI ¼ 1.55–5.76).22 Within the last 5 years, two RCTs comparing post-
operative SRS with postoperative WBRT in patients with 1–4 brain me-
tastases were published. Brown et al, in their study with 194 patients
(SRS:98, WBRT:96), reported that despite the inferiority of SRS in
securing local control (80,4% vs 87,1%WBRT at 6 months, p ¼ 0.00068)
and distant brain control (72,1% vs 94,6%, p ¼ 0.00045), there was no
statistically significant difference in the median overall survival
(SRS:12.2 months vs WBRT: 11.6 months, HR ¼ 1.07, 95% ¼ 0.76–1.50,
p ¼ 0.70). Additionally, patients treated with adjuvant SRS experienced
significantly less cognitive deficits at 6 months (41% vs 52% WBRT,
p < 0.00031) and significantly higher median
cognitive-deterioration-free survival (3.7 months vs 3.0 months WBRT,
HR ¼ 0.47, 95% CI ¼ 0.35–0.63, p < 0.0001).23 Similarly, in the
non-inferiority RCT of Kayama et al in patients with 1–4 resected brain
metastases, although SRS was associated with lower median intracranial
progression-free survival (4.0 months vs 10.4 months WBRT, HR ¼ 1.91,
95% CI ¼ 1.46–2.51), no inferiority of SRS was detected in terms of
median overall survival (15.6 months in both groups, HR ¼ 1.05, 90%
CI ¼ 0.83–1.33, one-sided p for noninferiority ¼ 0.027). Interestingly,
regarding the cognitive and performance status of the patients, SRS failed
to show superiority at 12 months (nonworsening MMSE score at 12
months: 42.5% SRS vs 45.3% WBRT; nonworsening performance status
score at 12 months: 46.3% SRS vs 46.0%WBRT), which was attributed to
the short follow-up period for detecting cognitive deterioration.24

The findings of our study, which is the first of its kind focusing solely
on patients with one brain metastasis, are in line with the results of the
above-mentioned clinical trials. Even though SRS may not be as effective
as WBRT in terms of distant brain control, it does not appear to
compromise patients’ overall survival; At the same time, it protects them
from the WBRT-related long-term cognitive deterioration. The increased
risk of distant recurrence underlines the necessity of a close follow-up
with regular MRI scans every 2–3 months, which has been recom-
mended previously.25

5. Limitations and strengths

One major limitation of our systematic review and meta-analysis is
the different types of the included studies: two are RCTs and two are
retrospective studies. This may account for the substantial heterogeneity
we encountered during the synthesis of our results. Moreover, the studies
we incorporated comprised patients with different primary tumor sites-
lung being the most common. Since it is well-established that some
distinct subtypes, including melanoma and colon cancer, are notoriously
radioresistant for WBRT,26 this might have impacted our results.
Regarding the extent of the resection cavity, the median extent was 3,
57 cm, while two studies10,13 did not provide any information on this.
This is probably of importance as larger tumor volume has been associ-
ated with an increased risk of local recurrence27 and distant brain fail-
ure.28 Additionally, the type of surgical resection (“en bloc” resection
versus piecemeal) is not reported, although piecemeal excision of brain
metastasis appears to increase the risk of leptomeningeal disease [29,30].
In terms of neurocognition, none of the included studies mentioned
whether they implemented any preventive measures of WBRT-associated
6

neurocognitive decline, such as hippocampal sparing or usage of mem-
antine. Finally, all studies focused on patients with a relatively good
preoperative performance status, as indicated by their Eastern Coopera-
tive Oncology Group or Karnofsky performance status scores
(ECOG ¼ 0–1 or Karnofsky�70).

Notwithstanding the aforementioned limitations, our study repre-
sents the first of its kind to focus exclusively on patients with a single
brain metastasis. Additionally, the implementation of both fixed and
random effect models in our quantitative analysis aided to correct het-
erogeneity when appropriate, making our results even more reliable.
Although there was no statistical difference between the two radiation
modalities in the assessed outcomes (local and distant recurrence, lep-
tomeningeal disease, overall survival and neurocognition), some ten-
dencies were observed; These tendencies could be confirmed or
dismissed in future, large-scale prospective studies.

6. Conclusion

The results of our study indicate that SRS may be a viable alternative
postoperative radiation modality to the classical WBRT in patients
diagnosed with solitary brain metastasis who have a good preoperative
performance. Although SRS may increase the risk of distant brain failure
compared toWBRT, it appears to be as effective asWBRT in terms of local
control, risk of leptomeningeal disease, and overall survival while
sparing the patients of the detrimental, WBRT-associated cognitive
deterioration.
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